Abstract An empirical method has been developed for determining the tip shapes from field ion micrographs utilizing digitization and computer graphics techniques. Application of this method to tungsten and iridium specimens indicates that the tip profiles deviate significantly from a hemisphere, and on a fine scale the shape varies from region to region over the specimen surface. However, for practical purposes the entire endform can be represented by a polynomial of degree 4 or 5.
Introduction
It is well recognized that tip shape and image projection are two important parameters in field ion microscopy. However, very little attention has been directed towards the accurate determination of these parameters. Generally, tips have been assumed to be hemispherical and image projection has been assumed to be stereographic; however, it has been known that tip shapes cannot be represented by a simple equation and that no single projection is applicable to the entire field ion image (Bowkett and Smith 1970) . Both shape and projection depend on the material, field evaporation characteristics and microscope geometry. An account of the errors arising from the assumptions of spherical shape and stereographic projection particularly in grain boundary topography studies was presented in an earlier paper (Bolin et al 1974) . The purpose of this note is to demonstrate the application of digitization and computer graphics techniques to the accurate determination of tip shapes.
Mulier (1958) and Drechsler and Wolf (1958) have attempted to reconstruct the approximate tip profiles from local radii measurements by assuming the shape to be spherical over distances of about 200A. The procedure for obtaining the local radius of curvature, R, is to count the net number of rings, n, between two poles of known angular separation, 4, in the field ion micrograph. Since every ring corresponds to a single (hkl) layer of known step height, s, this ring count is actually a determination of the number of (hkl) steps between the two poles. By simple geometry, therefore, the local radius of curvature is given by the following relationship :
(1) The overall tip shape, then, is represented as a composite of local radial arcs. The spherical assumption over the angle i Y Figure 1 Schematic representation of the error involved in tip shape determination using local radii measurements between any two poles would, however, introduce errors in the determination of the true tip shape as is illustrated in figure 1 . OY is along the axis of the specimen, and OX is perpendicular to the specimen axis and is tangential at the tip apex. OB is a circular arc representing the specimen surface that might be obtained by the above ring counting technique and the spherical assumption. It is obvious that the assumption of a spherical shape (or, for that matter, any shape) arbitrarily fixes the X coordinate for a given value of the Y coordinate. Ring counting, of course, establishes only the value of Y at which a given pole emerges and is normal to the specimen surface. In figure 1 it is easy to see that the three arcs OB, OB', and OB" will all satisfy the geometric constraints. That is, the coordinates YB, YB', and YB" are equal, and the parallel poles AB, AB' and AB" would all emerge normal to the surface, Hence, all three arcs are possible representations of the actual surface. Thus, by using ring counting and spherical assumption, the specimen shape could be incorrectly indicated as OB; the true shape may actually be represented by a smooth non-circular arc of the type OB' or OB". Loberg and Norden (1969) examined the field evaporated endform of tungsten by electron microscopy and compared it to field ion microscope results. They reported that the shank angle had a negligible effect on the tip shape and that the radii measured from electron micrographs agreed with the calculated average tip radius using the empirical relation R = 33nllo-3sl. Further, they found that in [110] oriented specimens, only the (1 10) planes have a detectable effect on the endform. However, their analysis of the tip shape was only qualitative and they did not attempt to represent the tip profile as a mathematical function.
A mathematical approach to determining the tip shape from field ion images was attempted by Fortes (1971) . He used the following equation to approximately describe the tip profile,
The parameters A and k , which generally vary with field evaporation, depend on the size and asymmetry of the tip envelope, respectively. The method involves determining the Z coordinate of a point on the specimen envelope as a function of two angles, 6 and 4, and then the shape of the tip surface is obtained from this equation by integration. 4 is the angle between the unit normal, n, at a point on the envelope and directed outside the tip and the negative Z axis; 0 is the angle between the positive x axis and the projected normal on to the X-Y plane (see figure 1, Fortes 1971) . The method, to a certain extent, depends on the resolution of adjacent rows in the field ion image in order to determine thezcoordinate of a point. An approximate extrapolation method is employed to find out the
( 2 ) P L Bolin, B N Ranganathan and R J Bayuzick Z coordinate in regions where the resolution of the adjacent rows is not obtainable.
Wilkes et a1 (1974) recently reported a semi-empirical method for determining the tip profile from field ion micrographs. In connection with this, two terms are defined, namely, integral (or average) and differential (or local) magnifications. The integral magnification is defined as
where L is the linear distance on the micrograph between two poles and S is the linear distance between the same two poles on the specimen surface. The differential or local magnification at a point A on the micrograph, when the atomic planes are resolved in the vicinity of A, is determined as follows. Let the point A be indexed as (hkl) and let the rings of the major type of plane intersectingA be (h'k'l'). Further, let the angle between
spacing between (h'k'l') rings at A as determined from the field ion micrograph then the local or differential magnification is given as follows:
The authors claim a close correspondence between the integral tip profiles constructed using the integral tip radii, and the electron shadowgraphs of the same tip. However, since Drechsler and Wolf's ring counting method is utilized in calculating the integral radii, the errors pointed out earlier would be incorporated in the determination of the tip profile.
Procedure
Initially several zone lines that pass through the projection centre in a field ion micrograph are chosen. In the micrographs that have been analysed the projection centre falls very close to the geometric centre of the screen, and the specimens are symmetric in nature. The positions of the various poles along each zone and also the intersections of the atomic rings with the zone were digitized with respect to the projection centre.
If S, t and apt (i= 1, 2, 3, . . .) are the digitized distances and angles of the respective poles on one half of a zone, then the operable projection in that region is given by fitting a function,
Now, let Si and a i (i= 1, 2, 3, . . .) be the digitized distance and the angular distance of atomic rings from the projection centre along a half-zone. The angles ai are obtained from equation (S), which governs the projection along the appropriate halfzone, so that
Similarly, a relationship between the digitized distance St of the atomic rings and the corresponding depth Yi in terms of the interplanar spacing parallel to the pole of the plane causing the rings is obtained as follows:
where the poles used depend on the location of the measurements on the micrograph as indicated in figure 2(a) . A separate polynomial is generated for equations ( 5 ) and (7) by a generalized least squares technique. Theoretically, one would expect the fit to improve as the degree of the polynomial increases; however, in practice this is not true, since the roundoff errors become too large for a degree greater than 5.
By combining equations (6) and (7), the tip profile along one half of a zone can be expressed by a differential equation as follows In the preliminary studies (Bolin et a1 1973) the above differential equation was solved numerically by Euler's method; however, subsequently the Runge-Kutta method was used as this was more accurate than the former (Stark 1970 ). These equations are numerically solved independently for each segment along a zone. A segment is the region between a pole centre and the common ring or common point as shown in figure 2. The coordinate system in each segment has the x axis perpendicular to the pole normal and tangential to the specimen surface, while the y axis is parallel to the pole and passes through the appropriate common point. Finally, points from all the segments belonging to a half-zone are transformed to a common coordinate system in which the X axis is normal to the specimen axis at the vertex of the tip and the Y axis is the specimen axis itself. The equations accomplishing such a transformation are
where cyp( is the angle between the projection centre and the pole of the segment that is being transformed, and the subscripts c and j refer to the common point and to a point in the segment, respectively. A polynomial is then fitted through the transformed points using the generalized least squares method to describe the tip profile.
Results and discussion
Tip profiles were determined for both iridium and tungsten specimens. The tip profiles of an iridium specimen were determined along six half-zones and are presented in figure 3 . It can be seen from the figure that the shape of the tip is slightly different in different regions and on a scale of the size of an atomic spacing the specimen cannot be described as a surface of revolution. However, the range of variation in Y for a
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x (A) Figure 3 Tip profiles of the iridium specimen given X is only about i 5 A; therefore, for all intents and purposes the entire tip shape at a particular field evaporation stage can be represented by a single equation. It was found that generally a polynomial of degree 4 or 5 described the true tip shape fairly accurately. The presence of a grain boundary seems to have little influence on the specimen shape as can be seen from the profiles along half-zones 1 and 6. Note that these half-zones running close to and in the direction of the boundary are superimposed on half-zones 3 and 4 respectively which are relatively far away from the boundary. This observation is consistent with the results of Loberg and Norden
(1969).
In figure 3 the broken circular arc is drawn assuming the tip shape to be spherical. Further, an attempt was made to obtain a best-fit spherical section through the tip profiles 1-6 in figure 3. However, it was not possible to obtain a single spherical section which fitted well through the entire region. It appeared that a minimum of three spherical sections was required to cover the whole region. The radii of these spherical sections were 875 8, in the apex region, 736 A towards the periphery, and 636 8, in the section between the former two regions. This is expected since the specimen is flat in the apex region and sharp in the region between the apex and the periphery. It is interesting to note that all the above three radii are larger than the average radius obtained by the ring counting method.
Similarly a tip profile of a tungsten specimen along the [Oil] zone was also determined. 
Summary
In the present approach the discrete atomic structure of the specimen surface is disregarded and only the shape of the tip envelope is considered. Further, at present the shape determination should be confined to a single grain. A knowledge of the true shape of the tip should aid in the quantitative analysis of field ion data. The shapes of field ion tips have been determined from the field ion micrographs. The tip profiles were found to deviate considerably from a hemisphere. However, the shape of an iridium specimen varied only slightly from region to region and, in general, it was possible to represent the entire endform by a polynomial of degree 4 or 5. The presence of a small angle boundary had no effect on the shape of the tip. A comparison of profiles between iridium and tungsten shows some difference; while both are flat at the apex of the tip, the iridium is sharper than tungsten.
